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ABSTRACT—Studies of the development of organisms can reveal crucial information on homology of structures.
Developmental data are not peculiar to living organisms, and they are routinely preserved in the mineralized tissues that
comprise the vertebrate skeleton, allowing us to obtain direct insight into the developmental evolution of this most
formative of vertebrate innovations. The pattern of developmental processes is recorded in fossils as successive stages
inferred from the gross morphology of multiple specimens and, more reliably and routinely, through the ontogenetic stages
of development seen in the skeletal histology of individuals. Traditional techniques are destructive and restricted to a 2-D
plane with the third dimension inferred. Effective non-invasive methods of visualizing paleohistology to reconstruct
developmental stages of the skeleton are necessary.
In a brief survey of paleohistological techniques we discuss the pros and cons of these methods. The use of
tomographic methods to reconstruct development of organs is exemplified by the study of the placoderm dentition.
Testing evidence for the presence of teeth in placoderms, the first jawed vertebrates, we compare the methods that
have been used. These include inferring development from morphology, and using serial sectioning, microCT or
synchrotron X-ray tomographic microscopy (SRXTM), to reconstruct growth stages and directions of growth. The
ensuing developmental interpretations are biased by the methods and degree of inference. The most direct and
reliable method is using SRXTM data to trace sclerochronology. The resulting developmental data can be used to
resolve homology and test hypotheses on the origin of evolutionary novelties.
INTRODUCTION
THE SKELETON has underpinned much of the evolutionarysuccess that our vertebrate clade has enjoyed over the past
half a billion years and, hence, there is a rich literature
attempting to explain its evolutionary origin and assembly (e.g.,
see Donoghue and Aldridge, 2001). Indeed, the vertebrate
skeleton was among the very earliest attempts to obtain a
holistic understanding of the relationship between development
and evolution—a nascent evolutionary developmental biology—
in the nineteenth century (e.g., Williamson, 1849, 1851;
Hertwig, 1874a, 1874b, 1876, 1879, 1882; Goodrich, 1909).
Among living vertebrates, only the gnathostomes (living jawed
vertebrates) possess a mineralized skeleton and since chon-
drichthyans (sharks, rays, and holocephalans) are the sister
lineage to all other living jawed vertebrates (Osteichthyans),
sharks have been the focus of studies that have attempted to
understand vertebrate skeletal developmental evolution (e.g.,
Ørvig, 1951, 1968, 1977; Reif, 1976, 1978a, 1978b, 1980, 1982;
Smith et al., 2012). However, even a cursory consideration of
the fossil record reveals that chondrichthyans are a poor proxy
for the earliest skeletonizing vertebrates, which are the extinct
jawless ‘ostracoderms’ and jawed placoderms, the fossil remains
of which record the gradual evolutionary assembly of the
vertebrate skeleton (Donoghue and Sansom, 2002; Donoghue et
al., 2006).
Developmental studies of extant taxa typically examine
successive ontogenetic stages of developing organisms (Fig. 1;
Cloutier, 2010; Ru¨cklin et al., 2012; Sa´nchez-Villagra, 2012). This
approach is difficult to apply to fossils as they are in most cases
rare, often fragmentarily preserved and the timing between stages
is uncertain. However, the vertebrate skeleton is one of the few
organ systems that is routinely preserved in the fossil record,
making it possible to obtain detailed morphological data of cells
and tissues, as well as records of the development that can be
interpreted through sclerochronology. Traditional histological
methods used to reveal the sclerochronology of fossilized skeletal
tissues are destructive, often laborious, and the resulting 2-D data
can be difficult to interpret in three dimensions—leading to
notorious controversies concerning the homology of skeletal
tissues and structures.
Recently non-invasive tomography methods have been used
to visualize tissue types and detailed structures like Sharpey’s
fibers in three dimensions (Ru¨cklin et al., 2011, 2012;
Cunningham et al., 2012; Sanchez et al., 2012, 2013; Giles et
al., 2013). In particular, synchrotron tomographic methods
provide the resolution and contrast required to interpret
sclerochronology and reconstruct the development of the
skeleton in 2-D (Curtin et al., 2012) or 3-D (Ru¨cklin et al.,
2011, 2012). We review techniques that have been used to
characterize the histology of fossil skeletal tissues and
exemplify the importance of the newly gained evidence to test
unresolved questions in vertebrate evolution and organ devel-
opment. We summarize the pros and cons of the different
techniques and demonstrate the potential of the new approaches.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF PALEOHISTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
The array of different techniques available to study histology
and development in fossil vertebrates is briefly discussed
summarizing advantages and limitations:
Light microscopy (LM).—Thin sections of specimens are cut,
ground, and polished to a thickness that light can be transmitted
through for studies using an optical microscope (see Downs and
Donoghue, 2009, for detailed description of methodology). One
section of the specimen is seen in high resolution enabling
detailed paleohistological studies in two dimensions.
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Advantages to this method are the high resolution and the
opportunity to analyze crystal orientation and mineral composi-
tion in a simple way. The necessary machinery (rock-saws,
histological-saws, and polishing equipment), knowledge of how
to produce a thin section and optical microscopes are standard in
a classical geological or paleontological institution. Therefore
thin sections are a cost-efficient and standard method in
paleohistology and make it possible to identify histologic
ontogenetic stages and developmental processes (e.g., Chinsamy,
2012; Klein and Sander, 2008; Padian and Lamm, 2013; Sander
and Klein, 2005; Sander et al., 2006; Scheyer et al., 2010; Straehl
et al., 2013).
The technique is limited by the fact that the exact direction of
the section has to be decided from the gross morphology of the
specimen. In specimens embedded in sediment and not exposed
from the outside the cutting direction must be estimated and is
often just a product of luck. A belated change of the sectional
direction is impossible and as a result of the invasive method the
original gross morphology of the specimen is destroyed
irreversibly. The method is restricted to two dimensions and only
a combination of several sections enables a coarse 3-D
impression, restricted by the volumetric loss of the cutting device
used. An example of material problems with the interpretation of
2-D sections is provided by the overestimation of amount of
woven bone in long bones of sauropod dinosaurs (see Stein and
Prondvai, 2013).
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).—A surface is cut,
ground and polished, and studied using a SEM (for a description
of methodology see Downs and Donoghue, 2009; Giles et al.,
2013). Scanning electron microscope images are produced using
backscatter electron or secondary electron imaging resulting in
very high resolution. Coating specimens before imaging (with
carbon or gold) reduces or avoids charging of the specimen and
enhances the quality of the image.
The advantage of the method is that it is a fast way of
producing sections and visualizing them. Different mineralogies
result in distinguishable grayscale levels and a general histolog-
ical inventory plus details like hypermineralized structures and
even very fine structures like crystallites are easily visible. Most
geology and paleontology institutions have the required machin-
ery, it is easily accessible, and knowledge of its use is standard.
Limitations are the destruction of the specimen and problems
with estimating the cutting direction from the gross morphology
of the specimen. The technique is limited to two dimensions and
only a combination of several sections enables a coarse 3-D
impression; resolution is limited by the volumetric loss associated
with the cutting device used. Additionally, SEM is quite cost
intensive due to the machinery involved and the coating method,
where necessary.
Serial grinding or sectioning.—Tomograms of serially ground
and polished sections or thin sections of 3-D specimens are
assembled as a tomographic data set and interpreted in a 3-D
model (for examples and detailed description of methodology see
Sollas, 1903; Sollas and Sollas, 1913; Stensio¨, 1927; Ørvig, 1980;
Sutton, 2008). This physical tomographic method was the pioneer
technique in paleontological tomography first introduced by
Sollas (1903). Traditionally, serially ground sections were
captured as line drawings and transferred into layered wax cut-
outs, which are stacked and melted together forming a wax model
as a basis for the study. Using a digital approach, captured images
of the serial ground sections are aligned as tomographic dataset
and reconstructed, e.g., using programs like Spiers, Avizo
(Visualisation Science Group) or Mimics (Materialise).
The advantage of this tomographic method is that it makes it
possible to visualize structures three dimensionally as physical or
digital models. By using images or acetate peels of serial grinding
sections, morphology is captured and it might be possible to trace
lines of arrested growth (LAGs) in the 2-D cutting or grinding
plane. Developmental stages and sequences can be inferred
(Ørvig, 1980).
The invasive character of the method produces limitations: the
fossil will be destroyed during analysis and therefore access to
material is very limited due to scarcity of vertebrate fossils.
Another limitation is produced by the direction of the grinding
plane, which might vary and be far from perfect. Histology and
LAGs can only be investigated in the grinding plane and it is not
possible to trace structures in other dimensions.
MicroCT.—Using axial CT applied on small scales results in
detailed tomograms with a voxel size of less than 5 lm,
depending on the set-up. Volumetric data are studied using
visualization software, e.g., Avizo (Visualisation Science Group)
or Mimics (Materialise). Data are studied in the three planes and
segmented, additional oblique planes are possible in every
direction (see Sutton, 2008 for detailed description of method-
ology).
The advantage of this non-invasive method is the ability to
study and label digital data in 3-D at relatively high resolution.
MicroCT scanners are increasingly common at scientific or
commercial institutions and capturing data is time efficient.
A limitation of the data quality is caused by the X-ray source;
polychromatic light is used in microCT scanners and therefore
beam-hardening artifacts can occur. Also, the energy of the X-rays
may be too low to penetrate X-ray dense objects and slight
differences of X-ray density are impossible to visualize. Using high
resolution scanning, scan time increases dramatically. Generally
the resolution achieved is insufficient to resolve LAGs and cellular
and matrix details of fossilized skeletal tissues.
SRXTM.—Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Tomographic Micros-
copy (SRXTM) is an axial tomographic method, which makes use
of a synchrotron, a particle accelerator, as a high-brilliance and
coherent X-ray source. The brilliance allows monochromatization
while preserving a high flux and the coherence is important for
phase contrast and improvement in density resolution. The
resulting tomographic data using this non-invasive method is of
extraordinary resolution (voxel sizes in submicron scale) and
contrast (Donoghue et al., 2006; Tafforeau et al., 2006).
Volumetric data is studied and, due to the high resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio, LAGs inside of the bones are traceable and
models of successive growth stages can be reconstructed.
Advantages of the X-ray source and of monochromatic light
include very fine resolution, no beam hardening, and few
FIGURE 1—Development inferred by arranging individual fossil lower jaws
of Compagopiscis croucheri in a hypothesized ontogenetic sequence based on
size (Ru¨cklin et al., 2012). Volume rendering of microCT data: 1, WAM
91.4.3; 2, NHMUK PV P.50943; 3, NHMUK PV P.50948. Scale bar¼1 mm.
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artifacts. Together these enable a dissection of successive growth
stages that is only possible with synchrotron tomography.
Optimized scan set-up and reconstruction routines enable a
time-effective scanning procedure (Marone and Stampanoni,
2012).
The large magnification means that only a small field of view is
possible, which can be increased using a 3608 scan with the
rotation axis positioned at the border of the field of view. In this
way it is possible to nearly double the width of the field of view
offered by the objective while preserving spatial resolution.
Additionally the cost-intensive experimental set-up and the
scarcity of facilities limit the accessibility of this methodology.
Also the size of data sets and therefore necessary hard- and
software solutions are challenging. Finally, the necessary
segmentation of the tomographic data is time consuming and
can take several months for a single specimen.
TECHNIQUE COMPARISON
SRXTM has obvious advantages over the other methods we
describe, but it has its own peculiar disadvantages. One of the
main challenges is to achieve high-resolution data of specimens
several centimeters in size with a large field of view. The
method to increase the field of view using 3608 scans is also
limited. Large data sets are produced requiring cost-intensive
high-end hardware and software solutions, which are also
limited in processable data-size. Large data sets must be down-
sampled, thereby losing resolution for segmentation. The higher
source energies required for characterizing larger specimens, or
X-ray dense material, result in a small beam and an even smaller
field of view, necessitating tiled-scanning of larger specimens.
The decreasing signal-to-noise ratio in larger specimens is also
problematic. The data collection itself is highly optimized and
individual scans are very quick (Marone and Stampanoni, 2012),
but the resulting data analysis can be extremely time-intensive.
Therefore, other tomographic techniques like serial grinding are
still used on specimens with high optical contrast. Improve-
ments to this traditional method, such as digital image capturing
and analyses using software applications, optimize what was
once an extremely time-consuming procedure. A positive effect
is also the smaller data size, which means the computational
methods required are not as cost-intensive and time-consuming
as those necessary for microCT or SRXTM data.
It is obvious from the survey that tomographic methods like
serial grinding or X-ray based tomography are vastly superior to
the sub-sampling approach of thin sectioning, or creating single
ground planes for SEM analysis as structures can be followed in
3-D. While the resolution in optical microscopy of thin sections
is superior to most methods, SRXTM and ptychographic
tomography (Dierolf et al., 2010) are now rivaling this.
Finally, the availability of fossil material for analysis should
be an important consideration in choosing among analytic
methods. Where fossil material is abundant, destructive methods
remain an efficient approach for simple research questions. And
since these different approaches provide complementary in-
sights into skeletal biology, a multi-method approach may be
appropriate, because it provides a means of anchoring the
resulting data into comparative descriptions in the literature.
However, with the widespread availability of non-invasive X-
ray tomographic techniques, museum curators are increasingly
reluctant to release material for destructive analysis.
EXAMPLE
As an example of the ability to reconstruct ontogeny in fossil
vertebrates we use the reconstruction of the development of
teeth and jaws in the earliest jawed vertebrates, the placoderms
(Janvier, 1996; Ru¨cklin et al., 2012). The growth pattern must
be reconstructed in order to test the hypotheses that structures on
these jaws are 1) not teeth (Reif, 1982; Burrow, 2003; Young,
2003) but tubercles typical of the external dermal skeleton; 2)
convergently evolved tooth-like structures (Johanson and Smith,
2003, 2005; Smith, 2003; Smith and Johanson, 2003); or 3) true
teeth (Ørvig, 1980). To answer this question it is crucial to
determine if the structures are growing on top of each other
(appositional growth) like tubercles in the external dermal
skeleton of many fishes, or as distinct structures in succession,
polarized along a vector.
Given the extreme contradictory results of previous studies
and the vitriolic debate with proponents defending their results
we investigate this example. We ask what led to the different
results and examine what kinds of methods were used and what
artifacts and inherent errors they may have introduced.
For the first case, Reif (1982) followed published arguments
based mainly on the gross morphology of placoderm jaws. The
morphology was used to identify growth based on single
specimens and single sections were interpreted. These were
mainly based on very large specimens like Dunkleosteus
(Heintz, 1932). No growth sequence was used and no
sclerochronology studied, but his inference was untested and
based on descriptions of single specimens.
In the second case, Johanson and Smith (2003, 2005), Smith
(2003), and Smith and Johanson (2003) again inferred
development from morphology arguing for a developmental
pattern (Fig. 2). This was compared to other patterns and on the
basis of the assumption that placoderms are monophyletic, the
authors argued for a convergent evolution of teeth. No direct
study of the development was undertaken. Due to the scarcity of
material only few thin sections were used to identify tissue types
and to argue for a similarity of tissues in crown group
gnathostomes.
Finally, Ørvig (1980) used serial methods to achieve high
resolution imaging of sections showing different elements (Fig.
3.1, 3.2; Ørvig, 1980, figs. 25, 26). The example demonstrates
that the high resolution study of tissue types is possible using
this technique (Ørvig, 1980, fig. 27). However, it also highlights
problems in visualizing complete specimens and using inter-
pretative drawings to identify different growth stages (Fig. 3.3;
Ørvig, 1980, fig. 24). Due to the invasive nature of the method
only one specimen of Plourdosteus canadensis was used for the
study; wear on the jaw indicates that this specimen represents a
late developmental stage. Developmental stages were not
reconstructed by tracing LAGs, but inferred from the 2-D
sections (Fig. 4.4; Ørvig, 1980, fig. 43). Early and late
developmental stages are not preserved in the actual specimen
and are hypothesized without any evidence. Also no reference is
FIGURE 2—Lower jaw element (inferognathal) of Compagopiscis croucheri
after Smith (2003, fig. 5b). Development inferred from morphology, main
growth directions are in agreement with tomographic data, but no elements are
distinguished and distal growth lines are completely contradictory to growth
of the dental element reconstructed from tomographic data. Abbreviations:
nt¼hypothesized new tooth; c¼hypothesized center of radiating tooth rows and
primordial tooth position; arrows indicate growth direction of the three tooth
rows.
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given to other individual fossils that might represent different
ontogenetic stages or might be used to infer a developmental
sequence (Fig. 4.1–4.3, 4.5; Ørvig, 1980, figs. 40–42, 44). The
LAGs are not reconstructed by following an actual growth line,
but are idealized from the 2-D sections and the gross
morphology. This demonstrates the limits of the method as
crucial 3-D data and stages are missing and hypothesized.
Notwithstanding his excellent optical microscopy data and
detailed interpretation of tissue types, Ørvig’s interpretation was
limited by the 2-D data on which it was based.
In MicroCT scans the most prominent LAGs are visible (Fig.
5) and the different elements such as the bony shaft and the
dental ossification are identifiable. Also lines of arrested growth
between the teeth are visible as are structures like pulp cavities.
The resolution of the scans is otherwise not sufficient to trace
LAGs inside the dental ossification.
SRXTM scans reveal tissue types and cell types, like dentine
and osteocyte cell spaces, with clarity (Fig. 6). Different
elements like the bony shaft and the dental ossification are also
visible (Fig. 6). These elements can be distinguished in 3-D and
segmented for visualization (Fig. 7). LAGs are visible in the
jaws of Compagopiscis croucheri as different gray scale values
(Fig. 6), reflecting differentiated mineralization; they can be
traced with great confidence. Successive growth stages are
reconstructed volumetrically as 3-D models using visualization
software (Figs. 7, 8). Directions of growth are reconstructed by
the overlap of tissues separated by LAGs, allowing preceding
and successive stages to be reconstructed with confidence (Fig.
8). Growth stages are displayed in the reconstructed succession
demonstrating the developmental history of the individual
specimen (Fig. 8). The crucial questions are answered using
virtual paleontology. The structures in question are not growing
on top of each other (not appositional) and are therefore not
tubercles of the external dermal skeleton. In contrast the
structures are distinct, separated by LAGs, in succession and
polarized along three distinct vectors comparable to tooth
families and can therefore be identified as teeth.
However, this conjecture of homology needs also to be
corroborated by phylogenetic congruence to determine whether
similarity is a consequence of convergence or common descent
(Patterson, 1982; de Pinna, 1991). Therefore, we tested the
homology by evaluating the evidence for phylogenetic continu-
ity between teeth in arthrodires and crown gnathostomes
(Ru¨cklin et al., 2012). This test indicates that within the
phylogenetic context of placoderm paraphyly (Brazeau, 2009;
Davis et al., 2012) they can be identified as homologous to the
teeth of crown gnathostomes.
SRXTM can also be used to distinguish qualitatively between
different tissue types. In the example of Compagopiscis
croucheri we demonstrate that teeth are composed of dentine
and bone and exhibit a distinct pulp cavity that is in-filled
centripetally as development proceeds.
To summarize and conclude this example, we suggest that the
different results are biased by the degree of inference used in the
applied method and argue that the most complete possible data
set achieved through SRXTM might reconstruct development
most accurately.
OUTLOOK
In order to reduce the time-consuming segmentation of
paleontological specimens it might be possible to automate the
process by applying algorithms similar to those used in skull
stripping tools in medical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Increasing resolution of experiments and improvement of
analytical hard- and software solutions will help to master an
increasing quantity of data sets. Solutions are already becoming
less cost-intensive and increasing numbers of synchrotron
facilities will simplify access to the method and increase the
number of experiments.
FIGURE 3—Serial sectioning of lower jaws of Plourdosteus canadensis from Ørvig (1980): 1, vertical section through the distal part of the jaw corresponding to
section 3 in 3; 2, vertical section through more proximal part of the jaw and teeth corresponding to section 7 in 3; 3, schematic illustration of the distribution of
tissue types, elements, and sections inferred from the vertical serial sections through the jaws. The two different jaw ossifications are identified. Abbreviations:
ba¼biting area; bo¼boundary between jaw ossifications; ca.a¼anterior part of axial component; cd¼dental component; sd.c¼semidentine column;
sd.t¼semidentine tooth; trb¼trabecular bone tissue.
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Three-dimensional printing can transform digital models into
physical models that allow researchers to print the succession of
developmental stages at every desired scale (Teshima et al.,
2010). The size of originally microscopic structures can be
increased in a 3-D print and studied in detail. In this way
developmental sequences can be compared to one another, as
well as to the embryology of extant taxa.
Growth and homology of growth patterns in different organ
systems can be tested in the same way as our example, e.g.,
growth patterns of the dermal skeleton in stem group
gnathostomes or the growth patterns of pectoral fins and limbs
in stem and crown gnathostomes. All this is only possible if the
histology is well preserved, which is fortunately often the case,
and the bone is not completely remodeled and disguised through
the activity of osteoclasts, which is often the case in the skeleton
of crown-group gnathostomes.
The integration of deep time into developmental studies and
the possibility to trace developmental processes with confidence
in fossil taxa opens a new perspective for evolutionary
developmental biology. In traditional histological studies two
dimensions are examined and the third dimension is inferred. By
creating virtual fossils it is possible to reconstruct the pattern of
development of skeletal structures in an individual taxon;
comparisons between taxa allow us to infer the evolutionary
history of the underlying developmental processes. Hypotheses
on developmental plasticity or heterochrony might be testable
and developmental processes of the phenotype might be
interpreted in light of gene regulatory networks and the
genotype following a devo-evo approach (Wagner, 2000; Hall,
2003a, 2003b, 2012; Wagner et al., 2003).
CONCLUSION
Three-dimensional visualizations of complex structures in
fossil vertebrates are only possible through the application ofFIGURE 4—Inferred development of the lower jaw of Plourdosteus
canadensis based on serial sectioning, from Ørvig (1980). Notice that
developmental stages of the dental ossification are inferred, actual data from
the specimen in Figure 3 are only available for the reconstruction in 4. 1,
hypothetical early stage, no evidence is given for the cap like initial stage
dental ossification with several teeth and two tooth-rows; 2, hypothetical early
wear-stage and growth of dental element with sequential addition of teeth in
both tooth-rows, there is no evidence for the correlation of the growth line; 3,
hypothetical stage with almost complete wear of the initial dental ossification;
lines of growth are idealized as rounded lines, not traced in three dimensions
in the specimen; 4, developmental stage interpreted from the sections of the
actual specimen; LAGs are not traced, just inferred from vertical sections and
gross morphology, therefore no direct evidence is given for the ceased
FIGURE 5—Volume renderings of microCT data with longitudinal surface
cuts of Compagopiscis croucheri (NHMUK P.50943): 1, lateral cut; 2, medial
cut. Note the resolution that can be achieved and the anatomical structures that
can be visualized using microCT, such as parts of the most prominent lines of
arrested growth in between teeth or dental ossification and bony shaft.
Abbreviations: bs¼bony shaft; c¼canal probably for the mandibular branch of
the trigeminal nerve V; do¼dental ossification; LAG¼line of arrested growth;
pc¼pulp cavity. Scale bar¼1 mm.
 
addition in the proximal tooth row and continuous addition in the distal tooth
row; 5, hypothetical late developmental stage, no evidence is given for the
complete wear of the proximal tooth row in the specimen, nor is it illustrated
in another individual that might be used to infer a sequence of development.
Abbreviations: ba¼biting area; bas¼basal part; ca.a.¼anterior part of axial
component; cd¼dental component; lgr¼primary lines of growth;
lgr.s¼secondary lines of growth; pap.d¼papillae of semidentine teeth under
formation; sd.c¼column of osteo-semidentine; sd.c.ba¼osteosemidentine
exposed on biting surface; vp¼ventral process.
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virtual methods. Tracing lines of arrested growth (LAGs) is the
most effective and precise methodology for reconstructing
growth stages and, consequently, ontogenetic sequences. Two-D
approaches are not reliable and are often impossible. In our
example, testing the evolution of jaws and teeth in the
arthrodiran placoderm Compagopiscis croucheri, we were able
to trace LAGs inside the bone volume and reconstruct growth
stages and growth directions. SRXTM is the only reliable
method to obtain the resolution required to reconstruct
development in skeletal structures of fossil vertebrates. As data
collection and analysis are time and cost intensive this method is
perhaps best applied to few representative model organisms and
organ systems. Resulting developmental data are necessary to
decipher the evolution of novel modules and the evolution of
vertebrates.
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FIGURE 7—Segmented lines of arrested growth (LAGs) using SRXTM data
of Compagopiscis croucheri (WAM 91.4.3). Model shows the reconstructed
growth stages of the dental ossification (transparent colors) and the bony shaft
(shaded gray). Abbreviations: bs¼bony shaft; do¼dental ossification. Scale
bar¼1 mm.
FIGURE 6—Longitudinal section through SRXTM data showing the
resolution achievable and visualization options of (i) anatomical structures
like entire lines of arrested growth in between stages of the dental ossification
and (ii) tissue types like dentine and vascular bone using SRXTM.
Abbreviations: bs¼bony shaft; d¼dentine; do¼dental ossification; LAG¼line
of arrested growth; os¼osteocyte space; pc¼pulp cavity; vcs¼vascular canal
space. Scale bar¼1 mm.
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